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BERTRAND L. SMITH 

"There are people, I'm told--some say there 
are heaps, 
Who speak of the talkative Samuel as PEEPS: 
And some, so precise and pedantic their 
step is, 
Who call the delightful old Diarist, PEPY-IS: 
But those 1 think right, and 1 follow their 
steps, 
Ever mention the garroulous gossip as PEPS." 

I realize that many of the members of the 
LITERARY CLUB will not agree with my pronounciation of 
the name but I cite for my authority the greatest Pepysian 
of them all, Henry B. Wheatley, translator of the so
called definitive and most complete edition of the DIARY 
OF SAMUEL PEPYS. In volume one of this edition he has 
outlined the above as his preference of pronounciation. 

In the first half of seventeenth century London, 
an able though impoverished tailor and his unlettered 
and almost illiterate wife became, as one year succeeded 
upon another, the parents of eleven children of whom 
four survived the years. of childhood. The eldest of 
these four was a son, born on February 23, 1633. Eight 
days later this infant was carried across the street 
to the font of Saint Brides Church where he was baptized 
in the Anglican Communion. 

Not too much is known of the childhood of this 
son, Samuel, although it must have been a reasonably 
happy one, though in a stern, frugal and puritanical 
household. His father's tailorshop opened onto a small 
court-yard at the end of which were the cobble-stones 
of Fleet Street, with it's abundance of color, constant 
movement and noise; all of which must have intrigued 
this small boy. From every alley, doorway, and court
yard came the smells of wine and tobacco, and the sounds 
of music as the later Falstaffian cronies met and drank, 
sang, argued and drank some more. As the boy glanced 
out of the upper windows of his Father's home all of 
Shakespeare's London unfolded before his eyes---on the 
skyline were the spires, steeples and towers of one 
hundred and nine churches, the bells of which added to 
the City noises with their cacaphony of tintinnibulation 
and lammentation of litany and praise; and if the boy 
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looked closely enough he might see old Isaac Walton, the 
hosier, as he slipped from his shop to wander through 
the green fields surrounding London for an afternoon 
with rod and angle in the brooks outside the City. 

Through the efforts of some of his paternal 
ancestors young Samuel was enrolled in the FREE SCHOOL 
AT HUNTINGDON, one of England's fine old provincial 
grammar school, the same school attended by one boisterous' 
and obstreperous Oliver Cromwell some years earlier. 
Shortly after this Samuel returned to London where he 
was enrolled in Saint Paul's school where he was reasona 
well grounded in Latin, Greek, and Hebrew. Upon re
ceiving a scholarship from the Mercers Company, a guild 
of tailors, he entered Trinity College, Cambridge, and 
shortly after migrated to Magadalene College at the age 
of eighteen from which he graduated B.A. in 1653 and 
was awarded honorary M.A. in 1660. 

There is not too much evidence of his activiti 
during his first two years after graduation from 
Magdalene, though we do know that for a time he was 
employed more or less as a messenger to deliver finished 
garments from his Father's tailor-shop, a fact that he 
later tried to conceal. 

So, we have young Samuel grown to early manhood, 
a manhood which was the epitome of ambivalence---not a 
Doctor Jekyll & Mr. Hyde sort of a personality, because 
there was nothing vicious in his nature---perhaps it 
was more a constant inward warring between Puritan and 
Rake----Early Roundhead turned Royalist---devout 
church-goer who bent the tenets of his church to match 
his convenience and the opportunities of the moment. 

At the advanced age of twenty-two, with no 
visible means of support, and nothing better to do with 
his time; and not too much opportunity to climb from 
that which our present-day vote-seekers like to refer 
to as the "poverty-class" young Samuel decided to be 
completely illogical and get married. He had fallen in 
love---hopelessly, passionately and ecstatically in love 
with one Elizabeth Le Marchant de Saint Michel; a beauti 
full-busted and high-spirited girl of fifteen. True, 
she had an imposing name as well as bust-line, but she 
brought into the marriage not one penny of dowry---nothing 
more than a beautiful face and figure, a short-fused 
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temper and an ancestral background about equally con
fused between Catholic and Huguenot. To add to the 
problems of the new bridegroom the bride also brought 
along a Father, Mother, and Brother, equally without 
funds or station. 

It is true that some relatives can be an ever
present source of irritation but in this particular 
case we find that it was only through the good offices 
of a relative did our Samuel, bridegroom and broke--
get an opportunity of employment and lodging, and a 
chance for further opportunity and preferrment. 

Samuel Pepys great aunt Paulina had married 
one Sir Sidney Montagu, a life-long Royalist. Upon 
Cromwell's seizure of power Sir Sidney was thrown into 
the Tower where he died not too much later, leaving a 
son, Edward Montagu. Edward was a friend of Cromwell 
who, in turn, recognized him as a loyal "Roundhead"--
a henchman whose ability and fidelity could be trusted. 
In 1653 young Montagu was appointed a Commissioner of 
the Treasury and in 1655 was appointed to the Admiralty 
Commission, and one year later was named joint Admiral 
of the English Battle Fleet. 

The new Admiral, now often at sea and unable 
to personally attend to his many private business affairs 
needed someone to take care of these details and in 1656 
Samuel Pepys, Montagu's second cousin, was selected 
for this post and Pepys and his new bride moved into 
small lodgings at Whitehall where Pepys served as 
factotum for his master's business affairs and as a 
sort of major domo to his household. 

Pepy's early service with Montagu, humble 
though it was, served to bring him into contact with 
people of importance, and conversations with these 
people and conversations overheard by him were immediately 
relayed to his Master, then at sea with the Fleet. In 
addition to his other duties Pepys was apPointed clerk 
in the tellers office of the Court of the Exchequer. 

It was at about this time that Samuel's 
physical condition took a turn for the worse and on 
March 26, 1658 a Doctor James Pierce, later surgeon to 
King Charles II, operated on him for the removal of a 
stone from the bladder---a stone just a bit smaller than 
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a tennis ball---an event which Samuel celebrated annually 
as the "anniversary of being cut for the stone". He 
was very proud of this stone and had a small hardwood 
box made for it that he might carry it in the pocket 
of his great-coat to show to all and sundry on the 
slightest provocation. 

By 1658-59 Pepys, with a job of sorts and a 
few pounds tucked away in his str ng-box; coupled with 
a sharp sense of the way the winds were blowing and 
the political tides were turning decided that perhpas 
the Royalists were not the black devils he had always 
imagined them to be and that the middle road of loyalty 
might be the better part of discretion. The PROTECTOR, 
Oliver Cromwell, had died in September 1658 and the 
reigns of government passed into the ine'pt and unwilling 
hands of his son, Richard Cromwell. By April, 1659 the 
unpaid army, at the direction of its military chief tans , 
dissolved Richard Cromwell's Parliament and shortly 
after persuaded that unhappy gentleman to retire from 
his amateurish efforts in the lists of government. He 
was more than happy to do so because domestic disorder, 
looting, fraud and inefficiency were rife throughout 
London and the Countryside. Montagu was ordered to 
return withthe Fleet and shortly after, he too was 
retired from the Service, without it being known that 
he had been in secret correspondence with the exiled 
Charles. 

Just when affairs seemed darkest for Montagu 
and Pepys word came that General Monk, with his highly 
trained and splendidly disciplined army had crossed the 
Scottish border and were headed South towards London. 
On his arrival in the City, General Monk and his men 
soon brought some semblance of order and curtailed the 
rapacity of the unpaid SOldiery and connivances of the 
self-seeking would-be politicians. Monk insisted that 
the earlier and excluded members of Parliament be 
recalled to office and that a Supreme Council of State 
be established. Montagu was one of the first to be named 
to that Council and he was soon re-appointed to his old 
post as Admiral of the Fleet. Shortly after this Pepys 
was named as Secretary to Montagu to accompany him at 
sea. 

Now the return of the Monarchy was at last 
openly talked about in high places and low. The taverns 
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buzzed with conversations that would have been deemed 
treasonable just a few short months before. In March 
of 1660 the Fleet put to sea and the Admiral had his 
instructions from the Council of State to contact the 
exiled Charles and to extend to him the desire of the 
People and the Council of State that the exile immediately 
return to London, assume the throne and govern his People. 

Charles boarded Montagu's flagship on May 23rd 
and arrived in England on May 25, 1660. While aboard 
the flagship Montagu was knighted by Charles and two 
days later the king-at-arms boarded the ship bearing 
the scroll commissioning Montagu with the Great Order 
of the Garter. 

Within a few weeks after the restoration of 
the Monarchy Sir Edward Montagu was created first Earl 
of Sandwich, and one of the new Lord's first official 
deeds was to obtain for Pepys the post of CLERK OF THE 
ACTS OF THE KING'S SHIPS and member of the Navy Board. 

Just as we, today, find that in matters of 
appointment to public office it is not what or how much 
one knows, but rather whom one knows thatis the "open
sesame" to a public office. So it was in the late 
seventeenth century, and Papys found that his complete 
ignorance of naval affairs was not a deterrent to his 
appointment to one of the four top positions on the Navy 
Board. There were four members of the Navy Board; a 
tre~surer, a surveyor, a comptroller and the Clerk of 
the Acts. ;lthough Samuel was the only one of the four 
without prior naval or military experience, he was on 
an equal footing as far as importance was concerned 
with the other three Board Members. 

The Navy Board was responsible for the admini
strative work of the English Navy---supervising the 
ship-yards, buying the million and one items that go 
into the making of a ship---the sails, pails, buckets, 
nails and the pots, pans and kettles and cans; the tar, 
ropes, masts etc. The supply of food and clothing for 
the sailors who sailed the ships----the proper armament 
to defend the ships and accomplish their stated missions-
the Board was charged with the supply of everything 
necessary to build, provision, equip and arm those great 
"oaken walls of England" so very vital to the welfare 
and very existence of that which was to become known 
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as GREAT BRITAIN. 

His Navy Board tasks as Clerk of the cts 
were chiefly concerned with the keeping of the records 
and he found these to be in a sadly chaotic and deplorable 
state. His earlier training as Clerk in the Department 
of the Exchequer stood him in good stead in these matters 
and by close study and perusalof those fragmentary 
records left by his predecessors he was able, after 
hours, days and weeks of diligent work to bring these 
into some sort of satisfactory and permanent record. 

Early in his occupancy of the office he realized 
that he must acquire some degree of professional knowledge 
to enable him to cope with his more experienced fellow
members of the Navy Board and he set himself to this 
task with his unstinted enthusiasm and quest for know
ledge. His easy, sociable manner and his friendly 
approach to those about him brought him into contact 
with those who could teach him "sea-terms", the multi
plication tables, nomenclature of the parts of ships, 
the arts of ship building----information as to what 
timbers were best for hulls, masts and spars. Several 
weeks were spent in the rope-yards studying the various 
grades and sizes of hemp used in making ropes and lines 
for various purposes----what canvasas were best for 
sail-making, which tars for various waterproofing and 
protective purposes---and study and conversations as to 
guns, lanterns, anchors, bunting for flags and pennants, 
etc. There was nothing too small to warrant his inquiry 
and painstaking research and his thirst for and acqui
sition of knowledge was such that his competence became 
so generally known that he was elected Fellow of the 
Royal Society, and later served as it's President. He 
talked with anyone who might be able to better inform 
him on any subject. He built up a wide acquaintenance 
with the Captains who commanded and with the sailors 
who sailed the ships of the Fleet---He held long conver
sations over lunches or dinners with those suppliers 
and vendors who depended on the King's Navy Board orders 
for their very livlihood---he learned the specifications 
of and the prices asked for their wares. His was the 
duty of placing the contracts for these materials and 
he attempted to see that these orders were placed to 
the best advantage of the Crown; though at the same time 
placing those vendors under obligation to their good 
friend, The Clerk of the'cts, our Samuel Pepys. 
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On January 1st, 1660, when Pepys was 26 years 
old, cognizant of the changing times and of history 
being made all around him, he determined to keep a 
DIARY---a recording of the events of 1660 with himself 
in the foreground, but as days went by the DIARY became 
a record of SAMUEL PEPYS with 1660 in the background. 
For his entries in the DIARY he used Thomas Shelton's 
TACHYGRAPHY, an early system of shorthand, plus his own 
copious interlarding with slang expressions from the 
French, German, Latin, Greek and Portuguese, and some 
made-up words and phrases of his own to describe accu
rately some of the more lurid happenings of his day-to
day experiences. The first few weeks were devoted to 
a mere recital of facts and events, but as days went 
on, in his neat, slightly sloping handwriting, he faith
fully and carefully jotted down everything, both historical 
and amatory in a work which is as great in it's way as 
Don Quixote or the Iliad in theirs. He jotted down 
personal happenings and impressions and his naive re
flections thereon in such a way that it gave to the 
DIARY it's great and compelling interest to readers 
this past one hundred and forty-two years. The DIARY 
is one of the most curious of psychological studies and 
surely no other diarist, before or since, h~s so relent
lessly laid bare his secret motives, secret thoughts, 
secret actions. Whether he did a good deed or a bad, 
he could not forbear to record it in the DIARY along 
with the motives impelling the act and his after-re
flections upon it. There was no posing for effect as 
is so often found in like writings, written wiihthe 
poss'ible intent of future publication. 

Pepys continued his almost daily entries in 
his DIARY for the next nine and one half years, approxi
mately one third of his active life in the office of 
Clerk of the Acts and later as Secretary of the Admiralty, 
as well as upon his concomitant bedside adventures and 
activities. Only failing eyesight brought about the 
ending of the DIARY. 

The DIARY then consisted of six large manu
script volumes totalling some three thousand pages 
bearing more than one million, three hundred thousand 
words. 

For almost one hundred and twenty-five years 
the DIARY stood un-opened and un-translated on the shelves 
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with his other books in the Pepysian Library at Magadalen 
College, Cambridge. In 1822 it was translated by one 
John Smith who worked more than three years at his task-
sometimes as much as fourteen or fifteen hours a day. 
His completed translation covered 9,325 quarto pages 
bound into 56 volumes of longhand manuscript. About 
one fourth of this was published by Lord Braybrook in 
1825. Later editions of this samB work appeared in 1828, 
1848, and 1854 and 1858. In 1875 the Reverend Mynors 
Bright re-translated the work and then published about 
seventy percent of the whole. In 1893-99 Mr. Thomas 
H. B. Wheatley, greatest Pepysian scholar of them all, 
translated and published the most complete edition of 
the DIARY: my own copy is in thirteen volumes. This 
edition contains all of the translation of the DIARY 
with the exception of a number of short passages con
sidered too indelicate in nature and expression to be 
published in the England of Queen Victoria. These 
previously deleted passages have been published since 
that time by others who perhaps read into and out of 
the DIARY much more than was placed there by the old 
DIARIST, himself. This was especially true in those 
details relating to Pepy's private life---here one's 
imagination and prurience could run amuch and translate 
into those passages, denoted by asterisks in earlier 
editions, a most sordid description of something Pepys 
would have termed an innocent diversion. 

On June 7, 1665, on returning to his home 
through Drury Lane Pepys noticed red cross markings on 
several of the doors---The Bubonic Plague, so rampant 
in Holland the year before, had been brought to the shores 
of England by the rats off the ships. The streets of 
London were the seventeenth century type of dispose-alls 
and were filled with garbage, human excrement, and filth 
where the rats grew fat and multiplied. By June 20th 
168 deaths had been recorded but like the present-day 
Viet Nam statistics, we have every reason to believe 
that understatment is the case. The figures on deaths 
due to the Plague rose week by week. Most of those who 
could fled from the City. King and Court decamped and 
Pepys was the only officer of the Navy Board who stayed 
at his post. On August 1st more than three thousand 
died, and on August 27th six thousand more. With the 
coming of the Fall and cooler weather the toll fell to 
about one hundred each week. Daniel Defoe, in his 
great JOURNAL OF THE PLAGUE YEAR, written some years 
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later, puts the total estimated death toll from the 
Plague at. more than 50,000. 

A few months later, while the Citizens of 
London were still attempting to clear away the effects 
of the Plague, a new evidence of the enemies of man 
appeared. In September of 1666 a fire broke out in 
the ovens of a bakery owned by a Mr. Farynor in Pudding 
Lane. Within a half an hour the bakery was completely 
destroyed and the high winds carried the flames from 
house to house---from one side of the street to another--
from street to street and from block to block. By 
morning 300 houses had been burned to the ground. The 
then-style of architecture with upper stories over-handing 
the streets and almost abutting the houses across the 
street provided an unending path of flame. The narrow 
streets were glutted with panic-stricken citizens trying 
to flee from the City with whatever household goods 
they could save. The strong wind still blew all through 
the next day and Pepys made his way to Whitehall and 
petitioned King Charles to order the destruction of 
some houses in the path of the flames to make a fire
break. This was done, the houses being pulled down or 
blown up with dynamite. The wind died down on the 
third day and the fire was stopped at the very gate of 
Temple Bar---the Navy Office was saved, and at least, 
conditions were a bit more sanitary than before. Sir 
Christopher Wren was one of those who advanced new plans 
for the rebuilding of the City, but of course, these 
plans were not followed and much of the happenstance 
style of architecture prevailing before the fire again 
came into evidence. The Great Fire of London had burned 
out over 436 acres---destroyed 13,000 homes, many 
businesses, and eighty-nine churches, and caused other 
damage estimated at more than ten million pounds. 

One of Samuel's great loves was that of money. 
As Clerk of the Privy Seal, a sort of notarial function, 
One of his duties was to affix the Seal and sign every 
warrant and Commission granted by the King before such 
warrant or Commission could be approved by the Royal 
Treasurer. There was a fee charged in each and every 
instance, the fee reverting to the Clerk who so affixed 
the Seal. As there were literally hundreds of these 
issued each year, Samuel determined that even on a poor 
day his fees would amount to more than three pounds. 
Because his office as Clerk of the Acts granted all 
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contracts for goods and services supplied to his 
Majesty's Navy, all suppliers and vendors were under 
considerable obligation for the preferential treatment 
they might receive, and they paid off these obligations 
in personal gifts to the Clerk of the Acts---in silver 
plate, sides of beef, a brace of pheasants, trinkets 
or gloves for his wife, and/or payments in gold and 
silver. These were considered as perquisites of the 
office and there was nothing unusual thought of the 
offering of or acceptance of these gifts. By the 
appointed officials they might have been considered 
"fees"---By the present-day interpretat~on of conflict
of-interest, I am certain that they would be considered 
bribes. 

Pepys salary at the time of his nine and a 
half years tenure in the Navy Office was 350 pounds a 
year----and not always paid---yet in that length of time 
he had increased his financial worth from 150 pounds 
to 6,200 pounds, in addition to his fine furniture, 
stores of silver plate, a library of some three thousand 
fine books, a splendid collection of etchings and prints, 
and a matchless collection of black letter ballads. 
Pepys seems to have done all right by himself, but some 
of his notes in the DIARY about these fees and the 
propriety thereof shows some unusually specious reasoning 
to provide the more than elastic definitions justifying 
the acceptance of some of these "fees" or gifts. In 
later ~ears, as Treasurer of the Tangier Commission, 
some 12 million pounds passed through his hands---without 
question, some of this stuck closel~ to his fingers--
as commissions and fees, (of course). However, we must 
remember that these actions were the order and custom 
of the day---and after all---he did bring order and 
efficiency to the Navy Office, and did much to bring 
the English Navy to a much more sound basis to meet the 
challenges of the Dutch and French Navies. 

Euripides contended, "when good men die, their 
goodness does not perish, but lives though they are 
gone". Be that as it may, I fear that the present day 
reputation of Samuel Pepys reminds one more of the 
Shakespearian quotation, "The evil that men do lives 
after them - the good is oft interred with their bones". 

For a period of almost 125 years Pepys was 
nearly forgotten, not-withstanding his enormous efforts 
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for the English Navy and the Crown and People of his 
Country, and his published History of the British Navy. 
It was not until the translation of his Great DIARY some 
125 years later that Pepys became known again; and since 
then, through the last 142 years, to our own time; and 
then, ironically enough, known for the revelations of 
his amatory experiences rather than for his official 
accomplishments. 

In 1669 Pepys eyesight became much worse, and 
he feared that total blindness would result. Years of 
poring over endless and poorly-written reports and manu
scripts---hours of bending over pages of his beloved 
DIARY, as he made those entries of the happenings of 
the day, and then peering back over these pages of tiny 
crowded heiroglyphics, lighted only by the uncertain 
shadows thrown by flickering and sputtering candle-light--
all of these had taken their due, and reading without 
severe pain in and around the eyes became unknown to 
him. He ended his Great DIARY and the last entry, 
May 31, 1669, "and thus ends all that I doubt I shall 
ever be able to do with my own eyes in the keeping of 
the journal"; and so our Great Confident passed from 
our realm of positive knowledge into that of history. 

Later this same year Pepys received the per
mission of King Charles to take what amounted to a 
"bus-mans" holiday to the Continent and he and Elizabeth 
spent three more or less happy months together on this 
trip. However, at the close of the journey, while they 
were still in France, Elizabeth contracted a fever, 
probably typhoid; they returned immediately to England 
but the condition worsened rapidly and on November lO,th 
1669, in spite of youth, medical care and prayers, she 
died at the age of 29. 

Samuel Pepys did not go blind, although poor 
eyesight plagued him for the remainder of his long life. 
Save for a few shorthand notations on the margins, the 
original DIARY was completed, as it now stands on the 
shelves at Magadalene. There were two shorter diaries 
kept by his clerks, with shorthand additions by Pepys 
himself, but these had no connection with the GREAT 
DIARY. These later two are shelved with his miscellaneous 
collections. 

When the Duke of York was forced to resign 
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as Lord High Admiral, because of his catholic persuasian, 
Papys was appointed (in his place) as Secretary of the 
Admiralty Commission that assumed control of the Navy. 
He moved his residence from Seething Lane to Westminster 
and there devised the Rules and Regulations that brought 
firm discipline to the British Navy for the first time. 
In his new position as well as the old he had gained 
the enmity of persons in high places and low. He and 
the entire Navy Office were subject to criticism, 
carping and investigation by a parliamentary "Committee 
of Five Hundred (that term somehow sounds reminicent 
to me). Not only these men but one after the other dis
gruntled self-seekers and do-gooders wasted his time in 
defending his principles and practices in conducting 
the afiUrs of the Naval Service rather than being permitted 
to devote his entire great abilities to the continued 
improvement of the Service. He was even imprisoned in 
the Tower for a short time under a trumped up charge 
that he was a Papist--a charge soon disproved and dis
missed. At this time King Charles again placed Pepys 
in charge of the Navy under the newly created title of 
SECRETARY FOR THE AFFAIRS OF THE ADMIRALTY OF ENGLAND, 
AND in that powerful capacity Pepys ruled the English 
Navy with more authority than any layman, before or 
since, has ever enjoyed. At this time, he was the 
English Navy, and as such, responsible only~ the King. 

At the time of the death of Charles II, his 
brother the Duke of York, a Catholic, succeeded him as 
King James II. James was obstinate and completely 
unable to get into accord with the Parliament-then 
chiefly Protestant. The Duke of York, now James II was 
very close to Pepys, in all matters other than religion, 
and Pepys remained in his post with the Admiralty until 
the Revolution of 1688 when James decamped, and fled 
to France and exile. After this still another Committee 
of Parliament invited Prince William of Orange, son-in
law of James II, to come to England to bring some order 
out of the chaos of Revolution. Williamand Mary were 
crowned King and Queen of England, within ten days after 
this Pepys tendered his resignation from the Admiralty 
and retired to a well deserved private life. (He spent 
his remaining fifteen years of life with his old friend 
and employee, William Hewer, at the latters magnificent 
home at Clapham.) 

I noted earlier that Pepys had been operated 
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on for the successful removal of a large stone from 
the bladder. This operation, probably far more crude 
than the same kind now performed by Art Evans, left 
some permanent injury to the seminal ducts--separating 
one and possibly the other. A Doctor Power, writing 
in the LANCET, June 1, 1895, blames the double 
irritation of Pepy's genito-urinary system for his 
abnormally low bOiling-point, biologically speaking. 
To say that Pepys sexual feelings were easily aroused 
would be the epitome of understatement, and his list of 
extra-marital interests and accomplishments was most 
impressive. 

In Pepys opinion, licentious behavior was 
unpardonable, IF, through lack of discretion it became 
a matter of public knowledge. The same, if any, was 
in the publicity---not in the act itself. He took his 
credo from the words of Le Tartuffe, in a play by Moliere, 
"the public scandal is what constitutes the offense; 
sins sinned in private are not sins at all, but merely 
a private matter between two consenting individuals 
for mutual pleasure and satisfaction". 

If any of Pepys' partners in his "erectitudinal" 
peregrinations felt any undue qualms of un-natural 
feminine modesty, Pepys regarded them the more highly 
for this and then proceeded, by blandishments, affections 
and promises to break down this defense of modesty to 
a point that a dignified non-acquiesence became an 
enthusiastic co-operation. 

As for Pepys' theory of so-called licentious 
or bawdy books: his contention, as noted in the DIARY, 
was "these might be read by any sober and learned men 
to acquaint them with the villainy of the world; and 
such books, once read and digested should be consigned 
to the furnace that other less discriminating men might 
not read and possibly be corrupted by them". 

Pepys lusted after every female, accessible 
or not; but almost all of his conquests were of shop 
girls, bar maids, servants and wives of sailors. He was 
one to whom the mammalary adornments and equipment of 
the fair sex were, if not Heaven itself, the enjoyment 
he received from the caressing of them was so intense 
that it made Heaven a secondary conSideration. One of 
his chief personal occupations was that which our Ollie 
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James refers to as "girl watching", and the style of 
women's dress of that day, with extremely low-cut 
necklines was such that, to paraphrase a currently 
popular song, "on a fair day one could see forever". 
If the present-day mid-thigh mini-skirts of London had 
been in vogue at the same time as the low-cut necklines 
in mid-seventeenth century England, God help the proper 
functioning of the British Navy Office. Most of Pepys' 
girl watching, or as he termed it, "gazing on women" 
took place during the Sunday Church Services, and by 
the pursuit of this activity and sleeping he was able 
to while away hours otherwise lost in interminably long 
and dull sermons. 

One of his earliest amatory conquests was 
with one Betty Lane, later married to a seaman named 
Martin. Betty worked as a clerk in a linen shop and 
was ever-ready to go to a near-by inn for a few drinks 
of wine and some plain and fancy "tumbling" with this 
great official. She became so anxious and insistent 
for these "bouts" that Pepys was a bit repelled---not 
enough, mind you, to refrain from going back for more, 
time after time, but he really preferred "mock-virtue" 
to boldness and if there was any conquering to be done, 
He was to be the conqueror, at his own pleasure, in 
hIs own time, and at a place selected with due regard 
to prudence. 

In the earlier daysof his amatory adventures 
he felt some small pangs of conscience and expressed 
to himself, in the DIARY, a sense of shame and his 
intention to never repeat his actions under penalty of 
a shilling to the poor-box; but with his more and more 
frequent adventures along biological by-paths he was 
troubled less and less by any pangs of conscience and 
more and more concerned by the mounting cost of his 
contributions to the poor-box. In one day alone he 
visited Mrs. Bagwell in the morning, Betty Lane in the 
afternoon, and home to perform his domestic duties with 
his wife, Elizabeth, in the evening. 

The affair with Mrs. Bagwell, above referred 
to, was one that is descriptive of his conquests. She 
was the wife of one ship's carpenter named Bagwell. 
The pay of these seamen was based upon the type of ship 
to which they were aSSigned. A fifth rate ship was 
the lowest in the pay scale---promotion to the 4th, 3rd, 
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2nd, or 1st class vessels meant more pay. Mrs. Bagwell 
was a most attractive young woman of considerable 
modesty; but at the encouragement of her own Father and 
of her Husband she decided that it might be well to put 
the Clerk of the Acts under some obligation that he 
might recommend and obtain a promotion for her Husband. 
It required some seven or eight trips to wine-shops and 
innds, with their convenient second-floor private rooms, 
before Mrs. Bagwell became another of the long string 
of Pepys' conquests---although protesting all of the 
time with great modesty and reproachful glances, even 
while finally cooperating to the fullest extent. I 
have always wondered just who seduced whom, and which 
did the seducing---at any rate, Carpenter Bagwell 
received his first promotion and in the same manner, 
one promotion after another in the next few years. 

One of his more favored occupations was to 
take his lady-of-the-afternoon or evening for a ride 
in a closed coach, and if her lips were warm, willing 
and pliant he lost no time in sending his seemingly 
six or seven hands on an amatory and inquisitive explora
tion of feminine epidermal topography. Usually he soon 
met with full compliance and enthusiasm---but in a very 
few cases his partner seemed to believe thathte preser
vation of that transitory state termed "virtue" required 
the discretion of FLIGHT---long before the Wright Brothers 
or Darius Green had ever thought of the term. 

The last "affair fl mentioned in the DIARY is 
the one in which his wife caught him "glagrante delicti" 
with her personal maid, a young impressionable girl of 
sixteen, by name of Deb Willett. That little invasion 
into his privacy was termed byPapysas "the saddest day 
of my life". 

It is not to be supposed that after the death 
of his wife that Pepys dedicated his chastity to her 
memory. He maintained a decent and respectable period 
of mourning, say a couple of weeks, but no other woman 
ever had the honour of sharing his name. He had been 
through that ordeal called wedlock once---and once was 
more than sufficient. He soon hired a young woman as 
housekeeper, one Mary Skinner, whom he more or less 
promptly seduced, and they lived in peace and harmony 
until the time of his death some thirty-three years later. 
She was accepted by all of his friends, who certainly 
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knew of this arrangement, but who also revered her for 
her love, kindness and consideration for their old 
friend. 

After all the vicissitudes and persecutions 
of his thirty-some years as a civilian servant of the 
Crown, Pepys was glad to retire and spend his remaining 
fifteen years of life at the Clapham Estate of his 
friend William Hewer. By will he left most of the 
fortune remaining to him to his nephew John Jackson, to 
whom he also left his fine library of some 3000 volumes, 
prints, ballads, etc with the provision that they go 
to Magadalene College at John's death. There the books 
repose to this day---in the same order on the shelves 
in accordance with the specific instruct·ions left by 
the Great Diarist, himself. Pepys also left an annuity 
of 200 pounds to his frian of many years, Mary Skinner, 
and another small annuity to another nephew, his name
sake. At the time of Pepys death the Crown owed'him 
28,007/2/1! in unpaid salaries and for personal monies 
he had advanced to either King Charles or to the Duke 
of York. The original vouchers for this money are still 
an empty heirloom of the Pepys family. Not one shilling 
was ever repaid. Compounded at 6% this means that the 
remaining heir of the Pepys Family has probably as 
great a claim on the empty coffers of England as do 
American citizens whose elected and appointed officials 
have so recklessly outpoured tax moneys in the 'same 
direction---and with the same chance of collecting one 
as the other---NONE. 

Samuel Pepys has left to us a DIARY without 
which much of the seventeenth century would have been un
chronicled. He left us a picture of a man and his times 
a picture filled with rascality---and of greatness. 

Pepys died at age 70, on May 26, 1703---with a 
knowledge and satisfaction of a stewardship well p 
wealthy---loaded with honours---filled with kidney stoneS. 

May we draw the curtain on one who contributed 
so much to his Country--so much to our own enjoyment--
with the words with which he so often ended each entry 
in his beloved DIARY----

"AND SO TO BED" 
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